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SME Exchanges provide multifarious benefits. A greater awareness needs to be created and larger 

number of industries should be made aware so that the benefits can be enjoyed by maximum industries. 

Towards this, Dainik Jagran and Pantomath Group introduce this regular column as a small step to share 

the overview, key requirements and benefits of SME listing etc. with larger set of stakeholders in the 

society. This Article is continuum in the series and highlights key aspects for investor as to how they 

should analyse an SME IPO before they consider investment in SMEs. 

 

How to Analyse SME IPO ?  

 

Small and medium enterprises are at significantly different point of existence on business cycle compared 

to that of larger enterprises. SMEs are typically at evolutionary stage on various critical counts including 

business size and scale, funds channels, track record and governance framework Risk and return profile of 

SME scrips thus, varies from that of large enterprises. 

 

Though analysis of prospectus and formal company statements are important, but the same may not be 

sufficient in an SME IPO context. Mere number crunching and ratio analysis for business evaluation and 

IPO pricing may not be a good idea. For example, a 20% year-on-year growth for company having say 

INR 10,000 crore of turnover could be more challenging compared to a 50% yearly growth for a recently 

established SME business having say INR 10 crore of topline. Investors should not apply the same criteria 

for analysis and evaluation of SMEs as they generally apply for large enterprises. 

 

The two utmost important aspects SME investors should look into are business model and promoter 

background. Investor should evaluate business model in detail and future prospects thereof. The existing 

players, their scale, recent demand and supply matrix, industry growth, entry barriers and distinguishing 

features are some of the parameters for this exercise. 

 

A business is run and sustained only through promoter capabilities and intentions. A smart background 

check can throw many more ideas than reading through what is formally written in the company 

statements. A niche, promising business model is of less relevance if the same is not supported by the 

capable promoters having genuine intentions. Promoters’ education and experience profile, their family 

history, other businesses, management team etc. could be vital factors to look into. 

 

Importantly, the behavioral pattern analysis should be used. Investors should check credit worthiness of 

the business and the promoters personally. An informal check with creditors, vendors and suppliers could 

reveal much more than the formal company statements. A word with some of the major customers can 

provide good idea about the demand, timeliness of delivery, product efficiency etc.    
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The risk factors disclosed in the prospectus should be analysed in the light of management response 

thereto and also the informal checks and feedback. 

 

No doubt, SME investment is a high risk proposition, but there lies the opportunity as well. A wise 

investor is the one who does not carried away by the analysis and comparison of business dynamics 

purely on mathematics. A practical behavioral pattern analysis could be much more useful.  

 

 

Details about SME IPO and ITP listing can be found at www.smeipo.net.    

http://www.smeipo.net/

